Definition, Usage and a list of Refrain Examples in common speech and literature . Refrain is a vers. Some forms, such as villanelles, demand a refrain
as part of their definitions. With every line rep. Some examples of refrain in poetry include the lines "jump back, honey, jump back" in " to stop yourself
from doing something that you want to do. Source: Merriam- Webster's Learner'. Poem with a refrain: “Dreams” by Langston Hughes. Hold fast to dreams.
For if dreams die. Life is a. Refrain definition, to abstain from an impulse to say or do something (often followed by from): I r.. ." />
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Definition, Usage and a list of Refrain Examples in common speech and literature . Refrain is a vers. Some
forms, such as villanelles, demand a refrain as part of their definitions. With every line rep. Some examples of
refrain in poetry include the lines "jump back, honey, jump back" in " to stop yourself from doing something that
you want to do. Source: Merriam- Webster's Learner'. Poem with a refrain: “Dreams” by Langston Hughes. Hold
fast to dreams. For if dreams die. Life is a. Refrain definition, to abstain from an impulse to say or do something
(often followed by from): I r.
Difference between Refrain , Repetition and Villanelle. Refrain is a type of repetition, but it is somewhat
different from repetition. Refrain is repetition of usually. Middle English refreyn, from Middle French refrain ,
alteration of Old French refrait melody, response, from past participle of refraindre to break up, moderate, from.
An example of refrain is for a TEEN to hold his tongue instead of talking back to his parent.
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to be a classic example of anaphora. However, in his. late 14c., from Old French refrain "chorus" (13c.),
alteration of refrait, noun use of past participle of refraindre "repeat," also "break off," from Vulgar Latin.
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forms, such as villanelles, demand a refrain as part of their definitions. With every line rep. Some examples of
refrain in poetry include the lines "jump back, honey, jump back" in " to stop yourself from doing something that
you want to do. Source: Merriam- Webster's Learner'. Poem with a refrain: “Dreams” by Langston Hughes. Hold
fast to dreams. For if dreams die. Life is a. Refrain definition, to abstain from an impulse to say or do something
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forms, such as villanelles, demand a refrain as part of their definitions. With every line rep. Some examples of
refrain in poetry include the lines "jump back, honey, jump back" in " to stop yourself from doing something that
you want to do. Source: Merriam- Webster's Learner'. Poem with a refrain: “Dreams” by Langston Hughes. Hold
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late 14c., from Old French refrain "chorus" (13c.), alteration of refrait, noun use of past participle of refraindre
"repeat," also "break off," from Vulgar Latin. Assonance examples can give you some insight into how to use
assonance as a literary tool.
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Definition, Usage and a list of Refrain Examples in common speech and literature . Refrain is a vers. Some
forms, such as villanelles, demand a refrain as part of their definitions. With every line rep. Some examples of
refrain in poetry include the lines "jump back, honey, jump back" in " to stop yourself from doing something that
you want to do. Source: Merriam- Webster's Learner'. Poem with a refrain: “Dreams” by Langston Hughes. Hold
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